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freeVoice Gym MX has been developed for your outstanding athletic 
achievements. It offers hi-fi sound quality and a perfect fit. The 
extremely light, ergonomic design with its discrete, behind-the-ear 
cable also prevents annoying entangled cables and offers the highest 
wearing comfort. The intuitive remote controller puts you in charge 
of your music tracks, films or calls on your connectable Bluetooth 
device – making the Gym MX an ideal training partner.

Wearing comfort
The ergonomic design adapts perfectly to your body and sits 
comfortably over longer periods – no matter how hard you train. The 
anatomically correct position of the Sport sound buds guarantee a 
perfect fit and a secure hold.

Sound quality
Enjoy crystal-clear and rich sound in a hi-fi quality. And hold relaxed 
talks thanks to the integrated microphone in the in-line controller. 

Intuitive control
The in-line controller puts you in charge of everything. Search your 
music library or accept calls easily and intuitively.

Sweat-proof construction
The sweat-proof coating protects the headphones during training and 
guarantees the necessary durability and quality.

Cordless
Thanks to Bluetooth technology, you can connect to smart phones or 
watches as well as tablets to enjoy music, films or calls in no time at 
all. The freeVoice Gym MX supports multipoint technology and can 
therefore communicate with two Bluetooth devices simultaneously.

freeVoice Gym MX – your ideal training partner with hi-fi
Stereo sound
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Features and advantages
Features Advantage

Class 2 Bluetooth technology, version: CSR 4.1 Accept and terminate* calls directly and comfortably from the headset, control practical functions such as 
mute and volume. This saves time and increases productivity

Bluetooth profiles HFP, HSP, A2DP, AVRCP

Pairing password 0000

Device pairing up to 8 devices (two can be connected simultaneously)

Supported modes EDR (2EV5, 2EV3, 3EV5), SCO (hv1, hv2, hv3), Esco (EV3), SNIFF Mode, secure pairing mode

Noise-cancelling microphone Clear Voice Capture technology allows an optimum voice quality as well as high-quality music transmission 
thanks to A2DP

Audio-shock protection Protects the user's hearing by adjusting noise peaks and sudden loud noises down to a safe level (118 dB SPL)

Security encryption Security encryption guarantees reliable protection against electronic eavesdropping and keeps all calls 
discrete and confidential

Call control keys Simple and intuitive acceptance and termination of calls*, last number redial, volume and music control

Multiuse connectivity Allows users to switch smoothly between calls from mobile and soft phones (connects to up to eight devices 
and keeps two calls on hold in parallel)

Range** The great range and connectivity gives users the freedom of more efficient multitasking and lets them make 
calls from mobile or soft phones at a distance of up to 10 metres irrespective of their telephone

Talk and standby time Up to 8 hours talks time, up to 10 days standby. Make and take calls the whole working day without having to 
recharge your headset in between

Battery Rechargeable lithium-polymer battery. Charging time for full charge approx. 2 hours

Wearing style In-ear with ear clip, different-sized silicon ear pieces can also be combined with the enclosed ear clip for an 
optimum fit

Dimensions 45 x 35 x 30 mm

Length of cable 57.5cm, controller 4.5cm

Loudspeakers Ø 10 mm, 97±3dB, 16 Ω, 5 mW, 20 Hz - 20 KHz

Microphone electric condenser microphone, 20 Hz - 16 KHz, omnidirectional

Charging plug micro USB, type B

Certificates EMC Directive 2004/108/EC, FCC-ID 2NAFY-BH-GYM, FCC-Report No. SZEM1708008203CR,  
CE No SZEM1708008205CRV

Weight 18 grams, lightweight multipoint headset

Materials ABS, TPU, silicone

Warranty 2 years (battery 3 months)

    * Depending on the telephone
** The range may vary depending on the ambient situation (wall thickness, building etc.)

 

Scope of delivery

Bluetooth headset, micro USB charge lead, 3 silicone ear pieces, instructions for use

Article number

FBT150


